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Laws of life
Applying the lessons of mathematics to the High Holy Days
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(Let’s not even get started on that one!)
High Holidays are all about growth and
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Dr. George Thomas instructs a young student at a family math camp. 
happen, first you have to get to the bedrock of what is. Sometimes, this takes a lot
of bravery: My addiction is my addiction.
My anger is my anger. My dissatisfaction
is my dissatisfaction, and I won’t pretend
any longer that it’s just fine. Once we agree
that A=A, only then can we decide what to
add to A or to subtract from it.
The theologian Carol Ochs described
spirituality as “a process of coming into
relationship with reality.” Spirituality
affirms the truth of what is, even when the
truth is ugly. You cannot heal what you do
not face. There is no escaping the reality
of what is so in this present moment. In
reviewing the past year and assessing the
state of our souls, we affirm that A=A.
Maimonides, the great 12th-century
rabbi, physician, and philosopher,
expressed the law of non-contradiction
in his Laws of Repentance (Hilchot Teshuvah): “One who confesses in words and
has not in his heart resolved to forsake sin
is like one who immerses in a [purifying]
ritual bath and keeps holding a [ritually
impure] reptile. Unless you cast it away,
the immersion is useless.”
You cannot be both repentant and unrepentant. You cannot be both pure and
impure. The spiritual law of non-contradiction might be stated this way: “When
you bring the internal and external into
alignment, you are operating in integrity.”
The law of the excluded middle dictates
that you cannot be operating “sort of” or
“mostly” in integrity. You cannot be “kind
of ” sorry. There is no middle ground, no
third option. You either forgive or you
don’t. You either repent or you don’t.
Netzavim, the Torah portion of the Shabbat before Rosh Hashanah, says: “This day
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I put before you life and death, blessing
and curse. Therefore, choose life.” Many
times we seek a third option. Can’t I just
coast? What about subsistence or survival?
Aren’t there neutral choices? The spiritual
law of the excluded middle says: Every
choice inclines you either toward life and
vitality or toward death and destruction.
Choose wisely, “that you and your children may live.”
In other words, enter yourself in the
Book of Life. As the Unetaneh Tokef prayer
reminds us, “every person’s signature” is
in God’s Book of Memories.
It’s easy to feel “religious” (or maybe
just smug) when you fast all day and beat
your chest and lie prostrate on the floor
during the Grand Aleynu. As the old joke
goes, “look who thinks he’s nothing!” God
asks in the Haftarah of Yom Kippur morning, “Is this the fast I have chosen?” (Isaiah
58:5)
Asceticism for its own sake is idol worship. We have to remain sensible to what
our penance is for. We are clearing away
our usual crutches and comforts and habits in order not to be dead while we still
live. We are clarifying our choices: Truth
or falsehood, life or death, “strife and contention” (Isaiah 58:4) or the recognition
that other human beings are “your very
own flesh” (Isaiah 58:7).
It’s a demanding, stark, and beautiful
time of year.
Rabbi Debra Orenstein, spiritual leader
of Congregation B’nai Israel in Emerson,
is partnering with Free the Slaves to free
1,000 people before Rosh Hashanah. Go to
the Freeing Slaves page at RabbiDebra.com
to learn more and contribute.

